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Abstract. This paper addresses the syntactic and rhythmic conditions on prosodic 
restructuring in iGeneration Taiwanese. The iGeneration, who grew up with an 
iPhone, or a smartphone, in hand, is loosely referred to people born between 1995 
and 2005. The speakers of iGeneration Taiwanese tend to parse them into short 
fragments, which correspond to smaller phonological phrases. The categorical 
distinction between lexical and functional projections plays a role in phonological 
phrasing. Rhythmic restrictions then serve to avoid an oversized phonological 
phrase. In this paper, I posit a series of alignment and rhythm constraints, and offer 
an analysis through constraint interaction. 
Keywords. phonological phrase; tone, alignment; constraint; syntax; rhythm; iGen-
eration Taiwanese 

1. Introduction. The syntactic influence on phonology has been widely observed. This paper
presents a clear case of the competition between syntax and rhythm on prosodic restructuring, 
drawing on evidence from iGeneration Taiwanese. The Southern Min dialect spoken by the ma-
jority of the population in Taiwan is known as general Taiwanese (Ang 2003). The iGeneration 
is loosely referred to people born between 1995 and 2005; they grew up with an iPhone, or a 
smartphone, in hand, and are also known as Generation Z, Post-Millennials, or Homeland Gener-
ation (Wallop 2014, Blad 2016, White 2016, and others).. The iGeneration Taiwanese speakers 
seldom produce long utterances, but tend to parse them into short fragments, which serve as the 
tone sandhi domains. Questions then arise as to whether the short fragments are syntactically de-
fined, and to what extent they are rhythmically restricted. In the following discussions, I will first 
present some background of the tones and tone sandhi domain. I will then discuss the syntactic 
and rhythmic effects on the phonological phrasing in relation to functional projection. Finally, I 
will offer an analysis through constraint ranking under the optimality theory (Prince & Smo-
lensky 1993/2004). 

2. Some background. General Taiwanese and Taiwan Mandarin are the most dominant dialects
in Taiwan; they have interacted in this island for over seventy years, but are not mutually intelli-
gible. In iGeneration Taiwanese, an adjusted sound system between these two dialects is 
developed, including the loss of checked tones. A checked syllable ends in a glottal or unreleased 
voiceless stop, such as [ʔ], [p], [t] and [k], and a tone carried by a checked syllable is known as a 
checked tone. An open syllable or a syllable that ends in a sonorant is known as a smooth sylla-
ble, and a tone carried by a smooth syllable is known as a smooth tone. The inventory of 
iGeneration Taiwanese has five smooth tones, each of which corresponds to a sandhi tone. The 
paradigm in (1) shows the disyllabic tone sandhi. 
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(1) Disyllabic Tone Sandhi 

T2 
T1 

  55   33  21   53  13 

55 
tsin sio 
33  55 
‘very hot’ 

tsin zun 
33  33 
‘very tough’ 

tsin tshao 
33  21 
‘very smelly’ 

tsin sui 
33  53 
‘very pretty’ 

tsin thui 
33  13 
‘very silly’ 

33 
sun hong 
21  55 
‘downwind’ 

sun lo 
21 33 
‘on the way’ 

sun swa 
21  21 
‘on one’s way’ 

sun tshiu 
21  53 
‘smoothly’ 

sun kiann 
21  13 
‘safe trip’ 

21 
am an 
53 55 
‘good night’ 

am ho 
53 33 
‘signal’ 

am tng 
53 21 
‘dinner’ 

am hong 
53  53 
‘secret visit’ 

am mi 
53 13 
‘night’ 

53 
hue ke 
55  55 
‘turkey’ 

hue tshiu 
55  33 
‘fire tree’ 

hue thuann 
55   21 
‘fire carbon’ 

hue thui 
55  53 
‘ham’ 

hue lo 
55 13 
‘stove’ 

13 
ang hue 
33  55 
‘red flower’ 

ang nng 
33  33 
‘red egg’  

ang suann 
33  21 
‘red thread’ 

ang tsiu 
33  53 
‘red wine’ 

ang te 
33 13 
‘black tea’ 

In terms of Chao’s (1930) tone transcription system, 5 represents high, 3 represents mid, and 1 
represents low; 4 can b can be either high or mid and 2 can be either mid or low, depending on 
the tone inventory of a language. The tone sandhi reveals a series of chain shifts, as summarized 
in (2). (cf. also Chen 1987, 2000, Hsieh 2005, Barrie 2006, Alderete 2008, Thomas 2008, Hsiao 
1991, 1995, 2015, among others, for further discussions of the chain shifts). 

(2) Chain shifts: 13 ® 33 ® 21 ® 53 ® 55 ® 33 

The disyllabic tone sandhi can be generalized as follows: given a pair of adjacent tones, T1 and 
T2, the left tone (T1) occurs in its sandhi form, while the right tone (T2) retains its base form, as 
summarized by the schema in (3). 

(3) Tone Sandhi Rule: B ¾® S / ____ B  (B: base tone; S: sandhi tone) 

Selkirk (1986) proposes a set of end-based parameters which mark the break of a phonologi-
cal phrase (j) at the right or left edge of a syntactic XP or Xhead; for general Taiwanese (or 
Xiamen), the j-break coincides with the right edge of a nonadjunct XP (Hsiao 1991, 1995, Chen 
2000). 

(4) [[tua-kho]AP [gin-a]N]NP ‘a plump kid’ 
 plump  kid 

( B)j

The AP tua-kho in (4) is an adjunct modifying its noun head gin-a, and thus is not j-marked. 
The entire NP forms a single phonological phrase, in which only the final syllable -a retains its 
base tone, while all the preceding syllables surface with their sandhi tones. 

3. Functional projection. Under the X-bar theory, the projection of a lexical head, such as a
noun, a verb, an adjective and a preposition, is referred to as a lexical projection, XPLex (VP, NP, 
AP and PP), while that of a functional head, such as a classifier, a complementizer, a determiner, 
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an inflectional property (tense or agreement), is referred to as a functional projection, XPFun 
(CLP, CP, DP and IP) (cf. Chomsky 1986, Abney 1987, Ouhalla 1990). Truckenbrodt (1999) and 
Selkirk (2011) suggest that a phonological phrase corresponds to a lexical projection, but not a 
functional projection. In this sense, it is understandable that the DP in (5) and the CLP in (6) do 
not end in j-breaks. 

(5) ho gua]DP tshao-soh ‘give me ropes’ 
give me rope 

( B)j Phonological Phrase 

(6) neng tiao]CLP tshao-soh ‘two ropes’ 
two CL  rope 
( B)j

However, problems arise from (7) and (8). 

(7) ho gua]DP neng tiao]CLP tshao-soh 
give me  two CL rope 

( B)j ( B)j

(8) kuann-kin ho gua]DP neng tiao]CLP tshao-soh 
quickly give me two CL rope 

( B)j ( B)j

In (7) the CLP ends in a j-break, but the DP does not; conversely, in (8) the DP ends in a j-
break, but the CLP does not. This indicates that there is some kind of restriction on the length of 
phonological phrase; precisely, a j is maximally tetrasyllabic. Speakers of iGeneration Taiwan-
ese (iGT) seldom utter long expressions of this language; they tend to break a long string into 
short fragments and match them with smaller prosodic junctures. This tendency is reflected in 
the examples above. 

4. Constraints and tableaux. In terms of classic OT (Prince & Smolensky 1993/2004), the end-
based approach is reframed under the notion of generalized alignment (McCarthy & Prince 
1993). In this sense, a set of alignment constraints and a set of j-rhythm constraints are relevant, 
as posited in (9-10). 

(9) Alignments 
a. Align-R(XPLEX, j)

Assign a violation mark for every XPLex whose right edge does not coincide with
that of a j.

b. Align-R(XPFUN, j)
Assign a violation mark for every XPFun whose right edge does not coincide with
that of a j.

c. Align-R(j, XPLEX)
Assign a violation mark for every j whose right edge does not coincide with
that of an XPLEX.

d. Align-R(j, XPFUN)
Assign a violation mark for every j whose right edge does not coincide with
that of an XPFUn.
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(10) j-rhythm 
a. j-MIN

Assign a violation mark for every j+a that contains less than three syllables.
b. j-MAX

Assign a violation mark for every j that contains more than four syllables.

The constraints ALIGN-R(XPLEX, j) and ALIGN-R(XPFUN, j) requires every lexical projection and 
functional projection respectively to be right-aligned with a phonological phrase. On the con-
trary, ALIGN-R(j, XPLEX) and ALIGN-R(j, XPFUN) requires every phonological phrase to be right-
aligned with a lexical projection and a functional projection respectively. The prosodic con-
straints j-MIN and j-MAX dictate that a phonological phrase is minimally trisyllabic but 
maximally tetrasyllabic. The constraint ranking is proposed as in (11). 

(11)  iGT constraint ranking 
ALIGN-R(XPLEX, j), j-MAX >> j-MIN >> ALIGN-R(j, XPLEX) >> 
ALIGN-R(XPFUN, j), ALIGN-R(j, XPFUN) 

The top-ranking of ALIGN-R(XPLEX, j), j-MAX ensures that every lexical projection is j-
marked, and that every phonological phrase is limited within four syllables. The constraint j-
MIN is ranked next such that a disyllabic phonological phrase may be allowed in violation of this 
constraint, which is suspended only when it contradicts ALIGN-R(XPLEX, j). The bottom-ranking 
of ALIGN-R(j, XPLEX) and ALIGN-R(XPFUN, j) predicts two patterns: first, not every phonologi-
cal phrase is aligned with a lexical projection, but it may sometimes be aligned with a functional 
projection; second, a functional projection must be j-aligned if an oversized phonological phrase 
would emerge otherwise. The following tableaux show how this constraint ranking works. 

(12)         ss]XPFUN   ss]XPLEX      = (5,6) 
CAND 1 (     )j       (     )j 
CAND 2 (                     )j 
iGT: ALIGN-R(XPLEX, j), j-MAX >> j-MIN >> ALIGN-R(j, XPLEX) >> 

     ALIGN-R(XPFUN, j), ALIGN-R(j, XPFUN)
ALIGN-R 

(XPLEX, j) 
j-MAX j-MIN ALIGN-R 

(j, XPLEX) 
ALIGN-R 

(XPFUN, j) 
 CAND 1 *! * 

F CAND 2 * 

In (12), CAND 1 is ruled out by j-Min, which prevents the disyllabic XPFun from being j-aligned. 
CAND 2 thus emerges, and the line forms a tetrasyllabic phonological phrase. In (13), CAND 1 is 
parsed into three disyllabic phonological phrases, fatally incurring three violations of j-MIN. 
CAND 3 constitutes a hexasyllabic phonological phrase, which is ruled out by j-MAX. Finally, 
CAND 2 is selected as the optimal output, in spite of a violation of j-MIN; as a consequence, the 
second XPFUN must be j-aligned to avoid an oversized phonological phrase. 
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(13)        ss]XPFUN  ss]XPFUN  ss]XPLEX  = (7) 
CAND 1 (     )j        (     )j       (    )j 
CAND 2 ( )j        (    )j 
CAND 3 (   )j 
iGT: ALIGN-R(XPLEX, j), j-MAX >> j-MIN >> ALIGN-R(j, XPLEX) >> 
           ALIGN-R(XPFUN, j), ALIGN-R(j, XPFUN)

ALIGN-R 
(XPLEX, j) 

j-MAX j-MIN ALIGN-R 
(j, XPLEX) 

ALIGN-R 
(XPFUN, j) 

 CAND 1 **!* ** 
F CAND 2 * * * 

 CAND 3 *! ** 

Similarly, in (14), CAND 3 is chosen, as the other three candidates are eliminated either by j-
MAX or by j-MIN. The line is then parsed into two tetrasyllabic phonological phrases. 

(14)  ssss]XPFUN   ss]XPFUN  ss]XPLEX  = (8) 
CAND 1 (  )j         (     )j       (     )j 
CAND 2 ( )j       (      )j 
CAND 3 (  )j        (                     )j 
CAND 4 (   )j 
iGT: ALIGN-R(XPLEX, j), j-MAX >> j-MIN >> ALIGN-R(j, XPLEX) >> 
           ALIGN-R(XPFUN, j), ALIGN-R(j, XPFUN)

ALIGN-R 
(XPLEX, j) 

j-MAX j-MIN ALIGN-R 
(j, XPLEX) 

ALIGN-R 
(XPFUN, j) 

 CAND 1 *!* ** 
F CAND 2 *! * * * 

 CAND 3 * 
 CAND 4 *! ** 

5. Conclusion. General Taiwanese displays a distinction between lexical projection and func-
tional projection; the former but not the latter ends in a phonological phrase break. The 
phonological phrase in iGeneration Taiwanese is affected by two factors: the type of syntactic 
projection and the number of syllable. I have proposed a set of alignment constraints and a set of 
rhythm constraints, and the interactions between these constraints achieve a non-derivational 
analysis. The proposed constraint ranking renders two predictions: first, a phonological phrase is 
maximally tetrasyllabic, and second, a functional projection ends in a j-break only if a longer 
phonological phrase would be derived otherwise. This paper is a preliminary study for a two-
year research project. Further tasks include the establishment of a long-utterance corpus, a well 
as the investigation of the prosodic parsing of the longer utterances. 
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